ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
TOWARD TO A RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION
Commintment with enviroment and responsable consumption
Since our company started its economic activity in 2009, its foundational
enviromental proposal has been twofold:
On the one hand, to keep alive the awarenness in all company employees,
about the positive impactc that a good managment of the energetic
resources can have on the economic and social viability of the company.
On the other hand, the importance of a good training in the recycling of
waste, both of the company and of those that have been woven in
coordination with the needs of the clients in order to comply with the
requirements of environmental legislation.
Througout the years, our conmintment with enviroment has been
specifying in a more flexible recycling and waste collection projects that
have allowed us to better adapt to the needs of the moment and of the
client.
This history has became our compnay in a reference business in
sustainability.
Our deontological code base its integrity in:.
 Compliance with the requirements of the standard ISO 14001
 Municipal energy saving ordinances
 European pollution prevention legislation

Enviromentals Goals

The environmentals goals proposed by our companany for the next 5 years
are:

CONTINOUS TRAINING
Our long term training planning inenviromental culture, waste recycling and
saving resourcing.

VEHICLE FLEET CONTRIBUTION TO ENVIROMENTAL DECONTAMINATION
Our company has decided to reorient the economic investment policy
towards the purchase of ecological assets, which especially affects its
transport fleet:
 Low emissions vehicles that allow cars and trucks run around city
 Purchase hibrid vehicles at mid term
 Proposal of a long-term horizon for the widespread use of electrical
vehicles.

Integration in our clients' waste collection and recycling systems

Even though our company keeps into an OWN PROCESS of improvement of
the waste collection and recycling system, our main effort has lately
focusedt on integrating our own segregation and collection practices in the
cliens’ system, both corp offices and private services companies that
provide suport to a health public system.

As most of our clients have a well organized and duly registered selective
collection system, our will has been, at all times, to reinforce it with our
particular contribution.
In order to get it, our employees have changed their consciesnouss and
have to internalize new mentalities.
Currently, most ot them have already assumed the importance of
adequately treating the waste generated by their neighbours, trying to
work in a segregation by tipologies and to assure their collection, treatment
and reuse in a future economic activity.

REUSE OF CLEANING UTENSILS
All the material and utensils that have not exhausted their useful life,
especially thosethat have just had 1 or 2 uses: microfiber cloths, cotton
rags, cotton and microfiber mops, and, also,work uniforms are undergoing
a recovery process and once they are ready to be used again, company
reuses them as a new material.

ENERGY RESOURCES CONSUMPTION
Water
Our organization enphasizes the efficient and, at the same time,
responsable consumption of water, basic resource in the development of
the most known cleaning process.
1.Efficient consumption

Because if the employee does not change water,as many times as
neecessary, (most of our employees do not do it with a recovery bucket)
calening and/or desinfectyion does not produce positive results.
2.Responsabile use
Because water overconsum has a social and economic overcost for society.
Electricity
Electricity consumption is planned to avoid possible waste with on and off
times that takes advantage of the ambient temperature prior to the end of
the work day.

CHEMICAL PRODUCT VALIDATION
Our chemical products used in cleaning services have the guarantee of the
sanitary spanish registre, that is to say, they are products with a minimum
load of environmental contamination and danger to human health.
health.
Finally, our company keeps updating the whole environmental law
including in corrent UNE-EN ISO 14001, which i the base of our
environmental policy.

